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ABSTRACT

Parameter-tying (or sharing) is widely used in
hidden Markov models (HMM) for speech
recognition because of its ability to enhance
recognition accuracy and robustness. This
paper tries to make best use of phonetic
structure of the Chinese language to optimize
parameter-tying in building acoustic models
for an HMM-based continuous Chinese
speech recognition system. Phonetic context
based parameter-tying schemes are studied
and compared with conventional parametertying schemes through experiments on a very
large
vocabulary,
speaker-independent,
continuous Chinese speech recognition
system. The test of four male and four female
subjects shows that the proposed parametertying scheme gives substantial improvement
over the conventional ways of parametertying, without significantly increasing the
number of system parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION
For a large vocabulary, speaker-independent,
continuous speech recognition system, there
is always a problem of insufficient training
data. To overcome this problem, parametertying [Bahl 83] has emerged as a common
practice since the early pioneering work
based on discrete HMMs [Lee 88].
Parameter-tying has been more widely used
recently in continuous density HMMs (CDHMM) [Labiner 93] or semi-continuous
HMM (SC-HMM) [Huang 90] for speech
recognition and has been reported to improve
recognition accuracy significantly [Vassilios
96], [Huang 90], Bellegarada 90].

There are mainly two ways to realize a
parameter-tying scheme: data driven and
phonetic knowledge based approach. While
the data driven approach can be used in
general
to
optimize
parameter-tying
automatically, the phonetic knowledge based
method could be more precise in doing so for
some languages (such as Mandarin Chinese)
in which their phonetic/syllabic composition
of a word is well constructed. This paper
studies phonetic context based parametertying for Chinese acoustic models.
While the main purpose of this paper is to
study parameter-tying, there is another related
issue, i.e. selection of appropriate model
units. This paper also addresses the latter
issue through optimizing parameter-tying in
building Chinese acoustic models.
In this paper, experiments on HMM-based
speech recognition using conventional ways
of parameter-tying are presented as
benchmarks for comparison.
Our work
focuses on exploring an optimal way of
parameter-tying for Chinese acoustic models
based on phonetic knowledge of Chinese
syllables. The parameter-tying in this work is
at the HMM state level because it allows
greater flexibility to achieve an optimal
system performance. Since the phonetic
transitional fragments of the syllable are more
subtle and therefore more difficult to model
than the “stationary” parts of the syllable, this
paper focuses on how to model the
transitional fragments of the syllable more
accurately and optimize their parameter-tying
scheme more effectively. In this study, we
choose model units and construct the
parameter-tying schemes on the models in

such a way that the parameters representing
the “stationary” fragments of the syllable are
shared more efficiently; and the parameters
representing the phonetic transitional
fragments are tied more precisely.
In the next section, conventional ways of
parameter-tying for HMM-based speech
recognition are viewed and our approach is
introduced. Section III gives detailed
experiment results of the proposed parametertying schemes with comparison. Concluding
remarks are given in the last section.
II. PARAMETER-TYING SCHEMES
2.1). Two unit models
2.1.1). Model units
Most research work uses the Initial and the
Final of the syllable as basic models with
different degree of context-dependencies[Hon
94], [Gao 95],[Lee 93], [Ma 96]. We use
partial context dependent Initial and tonal
Final to model a syllable. To deal with zeroInitial syllables, five additional pseudoInitials are also used here as they have been
shown to improve performance[Hon 94].
Each of the 27 Initials (21 lexical Initials and
five pseudo-Initials) produces several medial
(the beginning part of the Final)-dependent
Initials, resulting in total number of 103
medial-dependent Initial models. Each tonal
Final is treated as a unique model. This
comes up with a total number of 250 Initial
and Final models, each consisting of three
states.
2.1.2). Conventional parameter-tyings
Between SC-HMM and CD-HMM, there are
quite a few phonetics-based tying schemes.
Phonetically tied HMM (PT-HMM) and
phonetic state tied HMM (PST-HMM) are
among the most popular names, therefore our
work compares with these two schemes.
As one can see, PT-HMM (Figure 1,a) is not
very precise in sharing the parameters among
the models because it does not discriminate
the different states of the models. The PSTHMM (Figure 1,b), on the other hand,

although it treats the parameters of the
different states separately, some state
parameters are not properly tied. For example
(in the Fig. 1, b), the third states of model
/B_A/ and /B-E/ are tied together, which
actually represent quite different phonetic
segments; this therefore produces a less
precise parameter-tying for those tied states.
2.1.3). Phonetic contextual state tied HMM
To amend the above inadequacies, we
modified the PST-HMM by tying the third
states of medial-dependent Initials separately
to enhance the discriminative capability of the
models. In this PCST-HMM scheme, we treat
the different states of the Initial models
differently. The first and the second states of
the Initial models with same base phone (for
example /B_A/, /B_E/ in the Fig. 1,c) are
sequentially tied to their own mixture
component sets respectively. The third states
of the models with different contextdependencies are separately tied to their own
mixture component sets.
For the Final
models, we simply use the PST-HMM
scheme.
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Figure 1. Parameter-tying schemes: a) PT-HMM;
b) PST-HMM; c) PCST-HMM

data was used to train gender-independent
system.

2.2). Three unit models
2.2.1). Model units
For the three unit modeling, each syllable
(/BAI3/, Figure 2) is represented by three
sequential models: medial-dependent Initial
/B_A/, transitional vowel /A(B,AI)/, and
tonal Final /AI3/. By adding one more
transitional model in the middle of a syllable,
we are able to model the transitional
fragments of the syllables more effectively
and tying their parameters more accurately.
2.2.2). Parameter-tying (PCST-HMM-3)
The parameter-tying for all the states of
Initial model and the Final model are the
same as that in the two unit modling case, yet
the parameter-tying scheme for each state of
the transitional vowel model is dealt with
separately (Fig. 2). The first state of the
transitional model /A(B,AI)/ is tied with the
last state of medial-dependent Initial model
/B_A/;
the second state of the model
/A(B,AI)/ is tied with the first state of the
tonal Final model /AI3/; and the last state of
the model is tied to the second state of the
tonal Final model.
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Figure 2. Three unit modeling PCST-HMM

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1). Training data
Training data consists of 72 female speakers
and 51 male speakers with each subjects
recording about 80 minutes of speech, on the
average. As a result, about 160 hours speech

3.2). Test data
The test subjects of four females and four
males are used in the test, which are not in the
training pool. The test set consists of 200
sentences for each of the eight subjects,
which covers 90% of the model units. The
character perplexity of the test sentence is
about 100.
3.3). System parameters
The 13 element Mel-scale frequency
Cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) and their first
and second order differences were all used as
Frontend features.
The following table compares the numbers of
feature parameters for different parametertying schemes.
Table 3.1 Breakdown of Parameter Sizes
Tying
scheme
PTHMM
PSTHMM
PCSTHMM
PCSTHMM-3

Mods

Gauss

Cbooks

250

64x65

65

Mixture
Wegihts
3x250x64

250

64x65x3

65x3

3x250x64

250

64x65x3
x3
64x65x3

65x3+76

3x250x64

65x3+76

3x(250+
440)x64

250+
440

3.4). Language models
In the speech recognition test, a lexicon of
50K words was used, which includes all 6763
GB characters and the most frequent 43238
words. The language model used in the test is
a word class bigram based on 1000 word
classes[Bai 98].
3.5). Test Results
The table below lists character/syllable
recognition results (error rates) of eight
speakers for the different parameter-tying
schemes

Table 3.2. Chinese Character/Syllable (Error) Rate

M1
M2
M3
M4
M-Av.
F1
F2
F3
F4
F-Av.
Ave

PTHMM
24.8/23.0
17.0/15.6
21.2/19.4
19.9/18.0
20.7/19.0
16.9/14.5
16.2/14.0
19.4/17.8
24.2/21.8
19.2/17.0
20.0/18.0

PSTMHMM
20.4/18.7
15.2/13.5
20.0/18.5
17.2/18.5
18.2/17.3
14.0/11.8
14.2/12.5
15.9/14.0
19.6/17.6
15.9/14.0
17.1/15.6

PCSTHMM
18.7/17.1
13.6/12.3
17.7/16.1
15.6/14.8
16.6/15.1
13.1/11.2
13.5/11.7
14.5/12.9
20.4/18.0
15.4/13.5
16.0/14.3

PCSTHMM-3
18.5/17.1
13.5/12.0
17.2/15.2
17.2/15.5
16.6/15.0
13.3/11.4
14.0/11.9
14.9/13.3
19.6/17.3
15.5/13.5
16.0/14.2

VI. CONCLUSION REMARKS
Phonetics-based
HMM
parameter-tying
schemes for Chinese speech recognition have
been studied and a phonetic contextual state
parameter-tying scheme is introduced to
optimize recognition performance. The
proposed parameter-tying scheme paid more
attention to more effectively model and tie
the parameters representing the transitional
fragments of a syllable to enhance their
discriminating power to further improve the
recognition rate. The experiments show that
the proposed parameter-tying scheme
substantially
outperforms
conventional
phonetics knowledge based parameter-tying
schemes without significantly increasing the
number of system parameters. The proposed
parameter-tying scheme can be further
extended to more sophisticated contextdependent Chinese acoustic models such as
cross-syllable context-dependent acoustic
models so long as the training data is
sufficient for such detailed models.
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